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As students are transitioning back to school it can be a very stressful time.  School will
look very different than it ever has before.  Here are some resources to help as your
child/student transitions back to school this fall.

Here are some things to look out for when a child/teen is experiencing anxiety.
Sometimes anxiety shows up looking like something else.

1) Anger- The perception of danger, stress or opposition is enough to trigger the
fight or flight response leaving your child angry and without a way to
communicate why

2) Difficulty Sleeping- In children, having difficulty falling asleep or staying asleep
is one of the hallmark characteristics of anxiety

3) Defiance- Unable to communicate what is really going on, it is easy to interpret
the child’s defiance as a lack of discipline instead of an attempt to control a
situation where they feel anxious and helpless

4) Chandeliering- Chandlering is when a seemingly calm person suddenly flies off
the handle for no reason.  They have pushed hurt and anxiety so deep for so long
that a seemingly innocent comment or event suddenly sends them straight
through the chandelier

5) Lack of Focus- Children with anxiety are often so caught up in their own
thoughts that they do not pay attention to what is going on around them.

6) Avoidance- Children who are trying to avoid a particular person, place or task
often end up experiencing more of whatever it is they are avoiding

7) Negativity- People with anxiety tend to experience negative thoughts at a much
greater intensity than positive ones

8) Overplanning- Overplanning and defiance go hand in hand in their root cause.
Where anxiety can cause some children to try to take back control through
defiant behavior, it can cause others to overplan for situations where planning
is minimal or unnecessary

Younger children use play as a way to express what they are experiencing.  Don’t be
surprised if you notice the following in your child’s play activities

-Separation -Being “stuck” or entrapment

-Death/dying -Losing or missing things

-Illness -Being in control

-Medical Care -Scary things or being scared

-Superheroes and saving



Co-Regulation is when we complete the stress cycle with the support of a safe enough
person.  Infants and children do not have the biological capacity to complete the stress
cycle.  That is built over time through a multitude of co-regulation experiences.  A safe
enough person is a person in a safe and social mode. They have deep belly breathing,
expressive face, soft gaze, calm heart rate, prosodic voice and the ability to enjoy safe
touch or closeness.  Older children and teens can also benefit from co-regulation when
they have new and intensified feelings.  They can look to safe people in their
environment to help them regulate their feelings and responses.

What Do I Do??  Trauma Informed Support for Children/Teens

1) Create Safety- If the child/teen is overwhelmed, perhaps guide them to a quiet
corner or allow them to decompress by visiting a restroom or getting a drink of
water.  At home time in their room or other safe space. If old enough allow them
to go for a walk or bike ride.

2) Regulate the Nervous System- Stress brings a predictable pattern of
psychological responses and anyone who has suffered toxic stress or trauma is
going to be quickly stressed into hyperarousal (explosive, jittery, irritable) or
hypoarousal (depressed, withdrawn, zombie-like). No matter how ingenious our
regulation strategies, how artsy-crafty we get with the tools the child/teen has
to find what works for them.  Assist your child or teen in finding what works for
them.

3) Build a Connected Relationship- This is the number one way to regulate the
nervous system.  When we are around people we care about, our bodies produce
oxytocin which is the hormone responsible for calming our nervous system after
stress.  If we stay connected then eventually the calm discussion of each person’s
feelings and needs can take place.

4) Support Development of Coherent Narrative- Creating predictability through
structure, routines and the presence of reliable adults helps reduce the chaos a
child may feel and allows them to start creating the kind of logical sequential
connections the not only help them understand their own narrative but are also
the fundamental requirement of many types of learning

5) Practice “Power-With” Strategies- One of the hall marks of trauma is a loss of
power and control.  When someone is wielding power over you with no regard to
your thoughts or feelings, the toxic shame of the original trauma may come
flooding back.  As adults we should use our power well.  If we model a
‘power-with’ relationship with children it is our best chance of creating adults
who will treat others with dignity and respect

6) Build Social Emotional and Resiliency Skills- Trauma robs us of time spent
developing social and emotional skills.  The brain is too occupied with survival to
devote much of its energy to learning how to build relationships and it’s a good



chance we didn’t see those skills modeled for us.   Learning to care for one
another is the most important job we have growing up

7) Foster Post-Traumatic Growth- We know that there are qualities and skills that
allow people to overcome the most devastating trauma and not just survive but
find new purpose and meaning in their lives.  Problem solving, planning,
maintaining focus despite discomfort, self-control and seeking support are all
known to lead to post-traumatic growth and skills we can foster in children

Resiliency allows us to recover quickly from the difficulties and challenges that we
face.  The more resiliency factors we have in our lives the less of an impact stressors
and potential traumatic events will have.  Everyone experiences trauma in their lives
but not everyone has a lasting impact from that trauma.

How to build resiliency in kids/teens

● Spend quality time with kids/teens.  When they feel loved and supported they
develop emotional strength

● Talk about your feelings so your children learn to share their worries and fears
with people they trust

● Instead of rushing to solve problems, give kids/teens time to work things out
themselves

● When children experience failure or disappointment it’s important to praise
their efforts and encourage them to try again

● Acknowledge your own mistakes to teach kids that mistakes are essential for
learning and growth

● If your child can’t find a solution to a problem use gentle questioning to guide
them towards it

● Ensure kids are eating well and getting enough sleep and exercise

What to say to your child to help build resilience

● This feels a bit scary but it won’t last forever
● We can do tough things if we work together.  We are a great team
● It’s ok to feel worried, but we’ve dealt with hard things before so I know we can

handle it
● We’ll deal with this one thing at a time.  Take a breath and then start on the next

thing
● When people are worried we really need to show kindness and help others
● I don’t like that this is happening but we can get through it together
● Not everything that you hear is true.  Some people don’t take time to find out the

proper facts when they worry
● It is ok to be a little bit scared just now.  It just means that we get to be brave

together



Self-Care Tips for Children/Teens to use

-Share your feelings -Practice being kind to yourself

-Recognize your stressors -Eat well, get enough sleep

-Have a self-care routine -Set aside alone time for activities you like

-Take a time out -Be around people who give you positive vibes

-Focus on blessings/positives -Mind your self-talk

Calm down tips that can be used at home (some of these would need to be modified due
to Covid-19 for use at school)

1) Count to 5- counting is a great way to help kids learn how to stop and think
before reacting to their anger.  Impulse control is difficult to come by for young
kids.  This simple tactic gives them a chance to think before they act

2) Take a Deep Breath- Deep breathing is such a great relaxation technique.
Despite how they are feeling taking a deep breath (or two) can help them calm
their bodies down quickly

3) Blow into your Hands- This is another technique for promoting deep breathing.
By blowing directly into their hands rather than the air, the child receives
feedback and can feel the strength of their breaths

4) Place Hands in Pockets- This act provides kids with some deep pressure and
physical restraint.  An alternative to this would be to sit on hands or clasp them
tightly

5) Acknowledge Antecedents to Anger- It is so important that kids begin to notice
and realize what happens to their bodies when they become angry.  What does
their face feel like?  Is there tension in their body?

6) Make a Fist, then relax the hand- Squeezing hands into fists and then releasing is
a great way to remove some of the tension built up in the body.  Often kids do not
realize how much tension they are holding in their bodies when they become
upset

7) Do a Body Scan- Start at the head and working down the body notice areas of
tension and relax those muscles

8) Ask for a Hug- Hugs make everything better.  Find someone you love and hug it
out



Grounding exercise with your 5 Senses

Breathe deeply through your nose and out through your mouth

Slowly look around you and find

●5 things you can See -Sun, Picture on the wall, people walking, Colors in the room
●4 things you can Feel -Wind Blowing, Feet on the floor, Pencil in hand,
●3 things you can Hear -Birds chirping, Clock ticking, Car horns, Fan blowing
●2 things you can Smell -Food, Laundry detergent on clothes, Fresh cut grass
● 1 thing you can Taste -Mint, Breakfast, Toothpaste, Candy

4-7-8 Breathing

Inhale to 4, Hold for 7, Exhale for 8


